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Mission, vision, goals and targets
Mission
The mission of the Global Agricultural Development Foundation is to contribute globally with our premium
training product to reducing the global food problem, contributing to sustainable agricultural activities, thereby
increasing food security and safety and thus self-reliance.
Vision:
The Global Agricultural Development Foundation is a social and reliable foundation that works to strengthen
agricultural entrepreneurs in developing countries. In order to achieve our mission in a professional and
solitaire way, we focus on helping to further develop the already existing agricultural entrepreneurship and the
additional knowledge and expertise.
Goal :
The foundation, together with executive parties, will practically train agricultural entrepreneurs with our
premium training program in developing countries (starting in Kenya with dairy farmers and moving to
neighbouring countries) in order to increase their knowledge and skills with the general objective:
- improve living conditions and self-sufficiency
- to raise the food supply in the countries in question to a higher level
- to support the agricultural business connection with the Netherlands
By taking the whole value chain into accordance with respect for nature, environment, landscape, people and
animals, we will act in a climate smart way in the agricultural domain.
Targets for 2019:
-

-

To train 1400 small – medium scale dairy farmers in 2019 (3 locations in Kenya and 1 location in
Tanzania) with the G.A.D. licensed training programme
To set up a follow-up system to track the results and improvements of the trained dairy farmers
To cooperate with local stakeholders and act as the catalyst for cooperation and guidance
To get more funding from other foundations for the trainings and follow-up system
To certify the G.A.D. training modules
To certify 3 Kenya G.A.D. training farms and 1 Tanzanian G.A.D. training farm
To certify G.A.D. trainers

Norms and values
As a foundation we are committed to be reliable, professional and serve every agricultural entrepreneur in an
equal and solitaire way. We invest in these farmers and their families to become more self-reliant. We focus on
promising and vulnerable regions and act as a catalyst for cooperation and guidance for all the stakeholders
throughout the dairy value chain.
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Global Agricultural Development Kenya level 1 program
Shown in Figure 1. Global Agricultural Development Program, the foundation has been established because of
the fast growing Kenyan population, which means that the already existing food shortage will only expand,
resulting in increased food shortages when food production does not keep in pace with the demand.
Together with our partners (Rabobank Foundation and SNV) we offer and organize practical dairy skills
trainings of premium quality , executed by ProDairy LTD which helps the farmer to bring his/her agricultural
entrepreneurship to a higher level.
After the trainee has followed the 5 day training programme on a G.A.D. licensed training farm the farmers
receive the G.A.D. level 1 basic certificate. After the farmer has been part of the one year follow-up programme
he/she is able to use and implement the skills and knowledge gathered during the training and after several
assignments the trainee will receive G.A.D. level 1 certificate(Figure 4 Timeline G.A.D. level 1). An important
goal is that the trainee becomes an entrepreneurial farmer who is self-reliant or on the way to become selfreliant with the dairy farm being the main driver of a higher income level.
Beside self-reliance, access to finance is an important goal for the G.A.D. foundation. G.A.D. will lobby with
local financial institution through its partner Rabobank Foundation for recognition of the G.A.D. Certificates.
Further explanation about the level one program can be found in Appendix 1. Global Agricultural Development
Foundation level 1.

Figure 1. Global Agricultural Development Program
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Similarity with the UNESCO Sustainable Development Goals
The SDG’s of UNESCO are divided in 17 subject as shown in Figure 2: UNESCO Sustainable Development Goals
as shown in Figure 1. Global Agricultural Development Program the food shortage is growing rapidly due to the
growing population. By teaching agricultural entrepreneurs the practical skills they can work towards a more
sustainable future. UNESCO calls this: Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). UNESCO aims to improve
access to quality education on sustainable development at all levels and in all social contexts, to transform
society by reorienting education and help people develop knowledge, skills, values and behaviours needed for
sustainable development. It is about including sustainable development issues, such as climate change and
biodiversity into teaching and learning. Individuals are encouraged to be responsible actors who resolve
challenges, respect cultural diversity and contribute to creating a more sustainable world.

Figure 2: UNESCO Sustainable Development Goals

Key performance indicators
Hard KPI’s
Number of trained dairy entrepreneurs in 2018 2019
Number of repeat trainings 2018-2019
Evaluation report 2018 (Rabobank Foundation)
Commitment of other funders for the project in
2019
Business plan upscaling the program to other
countries
Current milk production per farmer at training
intake
Increase of milk production of trained dairy
entrepreneurs after 6 and 12 months
Current milk price received by farmer at training
intake
Increase in milk price per farmer after 6 months and
1 year
Raising €1.000.000,- funding for 2019-2020

Soft KPI’s
Better entrepreneurship of the trained dairy
entrepreneurs (scale 0-5)
Good quality of G.A.D. Basis training
Good quality of G.A.D. training locations
Good quality of G.A.D. trainers
Identification and deploying of ambassadors in
communities where the G.A.D. Foundation is active
Appreciation of the G.A.D. level 1. Program by the
trainee (scale 0-5)
Deploying other stakeholders besides the trainee
(banks, equipment/semen/feed-suppliers
More self-reliance of the trained dairy entrepreneurs
(scale 0-5)
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G.A.D. licensed program
The G.A.D. Foundation focuses in 2019 on setting up a full G.A.D. licensed program which is part of the total
G.A.D. level 1 program (Figure 4 Timeline G.A.D. level 1) with:
G.A.D. licensed trainings farms
G.A.D. licensed trainers
G.A.D. licensed training modules
G.A.D. licensed trainings farms
As we offer a high standard training we ensure the quality of the training farms. The farms will be audited and
then accredited by the CEO of the G.A.D. foundation and the project manager in Kenya. The audit will be done
on the basis of a format designed by the G.A.D. foundation and a senior dairy consultant in Kenya. The dairy
farm will be audited twice a year to keep up to the premium standards of a G.A.D. training farm. For more
information see as an example Figure 11 Timeline Meru location
G.A.D. licensed trainers
To make sure that the trainings are of high standard the G.A.D. foundation will screen and audit the trainers.
The trainers will be trained by a senior dairy consulted based in Kenya. After finishing the training the trainer
becomes a G.A.D. licensed trainer and he/she will be able to train at any location in Kenya. For more
information see Figure 16 G.A.D. licensed trainers
G.A.D. licensed training modules
In the last couple of years, dairy training modules have been developed by SNV, Jos Creemers (ProDairy LTD)
and other dairy experts. These modules are designed for small holders and the G.A.D. foundation is committed
to develop more modules as well as to upgrade the already existing high standard modules to ensure the
highest quality practical dairy training in East-Africa. For more information see Figure 17 G.A.D. licensed
modules
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Marketing and communication
To achieve our goals (training 1400 dairy farmers with our premium product and by this, creating an unique
foundation) G.A.D. will communicate thru various channels about our actions:
- Facebook
- Linked-in
- G.A.D. website
- Instagram
The target groups will be farmers, cooperatives, NGO’s, banks, and dairy value chain suppliers (semen, feed,
equipment etc.).
Because of our G.A.D. premium product, we have an advantage on the competitor. By being successful in this
and assuring that the society benefits from our program, we create unique value’s for the customers.
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Timeline 2019

Figure 3 Timeline 2019 NB: with reservations of changes. For exact explanations of subjects see Appendix 3. Year planning
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Appendix 1. Global Agricultural Development Foundation level 1
program
Qualification program:
1. self-reliance of dairy farmers
2. food safety of their products
3. reliability and increase of dairy production

Time line G.A.D. LEVEL 1:
1 year program

G.A.D.
Basics

FF
W
S

FF
W
S

G.A.D. Follow up
FF
FF
W
W
S
S

FF
W
S

FF
W
S

FF
W
S

Qualification
Budget and cash flow prognosis for next year
Fodder plan for next year
Business plan
Dairy farm management assessment
FFWS = Follow-up Farm Work Shop (min. 4 - target 8 trainees)
→ presentation & discussion of results
→ G.A.D. technical training module
→ on a selected farm
→ by G.A.D.-Licensed trainers
G.A.D. Basics = 5 day G.A.D. practical dairy training
on a G.A.D.-Licensed training farm
by G.A.D.-Licensed trainers

G.A.D.
LEVEL 1:
Acces to finance,
at better conditions
Premium payments &
conditions from dairy
processor
Discounts and/or better
conditions from dairy
farm suppliers
A plus when applying for
government permits

Figure 4 Timeline G.A.D. level 1
As shown in Figure 4 Timeline G.A.D. level 1 the level 1 program exist out of 3 subjects:
1. G.A.D. Basics: (5 day practical dairy training on a G.A.D. licensed farm by a G.A.D. licensed trainer)
2. G.A.D. Follow up Farm Work Shops: to implement the learned knowledge and support the farmer with this
3. Qualification: Assignments that the dairy farmer has to accomplish
After this one year program, the dairy farmer receives a G.A.D. level 1 certificate which will support him/her to
get:
Easier access to finance at better conditions
Premium payments & conditions from dairy processors
Discounts and/or better conditions from dairy farm suppliers
A plus when applying for government permits
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With this program the farmer will become more self-reliant and be able to cooperate with the
involved stakeholders.

A wheel that runs up towards food
safety, food security & self reliance
Dairy farmers:

G.A.D. & other NGOs
Local stakeholders:
- dairy processors
- financing businesses, ie banks:
- farm suppliers
- governments
- community, neighbors

Figure 5 G.A.D. level 1: stakeholders

As shown in Figure 5 G.A.D. level 1: stakeholders, the G.A.D. foundation is aware of the importance
of the stakeholders for this project. In Figure 6 G.A.D level 1. : stakeholders and incentives, the
incentives of the dairy farmers, the G.A.D. foundation and the stakeholders are shown. During the
G.A.D. level 1 program, these incentives will be congregated so the best results will be achieved.

A wheel that runs up towards food
safety, food security & self reliance
Incentives:
Dairy farmers:
- self-reliance, health, pride, social status,
development (personal/family)
Incentives:
GAD & other NGOs:
- support development to improve food safety, food
security & self reliance
Incentives:
Local stakeholders:
- dairy processors: a provider that guarantees an increasing supply of milk that meets quality
standards and carries low risks
- financing businesses, ie banks: a client that will repay a loan as agreed, and carries low risk
- farm suppliers (feed stuffs, others): a long-term client that can pay his bills and invest, and
makes rational decisions based on reliable knowledge
- governments: food safety, food security, economical development, social responsibility, jobs
- local community, neighbors: food safety, jobs, economical development, comfortable
environment (clean, safe, hygienic, social, …)

Figure 6 G.A.D level 1. : stakeholders and incentives
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Each party has his own ‘wheel’ of objectives that they are responsible for, as shown in Figure 7
G.A.D. level 1: the wheel.

The wheel
G.A.D.
- G.A.D. training program;
- G.A.D. Licensed trainers;
- G.A.D. Licensed training farms;
- G.A.D. licenced training modules
- scenario for organizing local network of
stakeholders;
- support funding.

Local stakeholders
- open ears, open mind;
- true ambition;
- involve other stakeholders;
- support funding.

Farmers
- ambition to become better dairy farm
business persons, to improve.

Figure 7 G.A.D. level 1: the wheel

As shown in Figure 8 G.A.D. level 1: get the wheel turning the G.A.D. will act as the catalyst for
cooperation and guidance. The local stakeholders have to ensure the continuous registrations of the
trainees and the benefits of the G.A.D. level 1. The trainee has to implement the learned knowledge
and skills actively and stimulate other dairy farmers to follow the program.
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Get the wheel turning
GAD
- contact stakeholders, bring in
stakeholders, involve stakeholders,
activate stakeholders;
- organisation, monitoring & improvement
of the program;
- support funding.

Local stakeholders
- bring in farmers to be trained;
- support funding;
- guarantee the GAD LEVEL 1 benefits.

Farmers
- learn, improve, change, manage, choose,
act;
- stimulate colleagues.

Figure 8 G.A.D. level 1: get the wheel turning

The wheel will keep on turning (Figure 9 G.A.D. level 1: keep the wheel turning) because of the fact
that it will serve the interest of all parties. To ensure this, a project manager from every party has to
be made responsible for their parts of the program.

Keep the wheel turning
G.A.D
- G.A.D. licensed training program, licensed
trainers, licensed training farms.

Local stakeholders put energy in,
because their interests are served:
long term relationships with clients who
deliver quality products, can pay their
bills and make rational decisions.

Farmers put energy in,
because their interests are served:
1. adequate dairy farming skills;
2. capability to generate profit year
after year;
3. G.A.D. LEVEL 1 benefits.

Figure 9 G.A.D. level 1: keep the wheel turning
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Appendix 2: Requests for funding
The G.A.D. Foundation will focus in 2019 also on requests for funding besides the funding of the Rabobank Foundation. The requests will be focussed on
self-reliance, climate smart agriculture, food safety and food security. The NGO’s listed underneath will be approached.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

NGO
AVSI
IFDC/SNV
FAO
ACDI/VOCA
RTI
Traidcraft Exchange
Vets without Borders
Farmers helping Farmers
Farm Africa
MESPT
Self Help Africa
Danish Embassy
We Effect

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

GIZ
Christian AID
Mercy Corps
HIVOs
Fair Trade Africa
Solidaridad/Heifer/Soil Cares
IDH (Utrecht) and SNV Kenya
24 Counties
21 Counties
Achmea Foundation

Name of Program
Maziwa (Milk) Project
2 SCALE Project Phase 2
Various
Livestock Market Systems
Crops and Dairy Market Systems
Disease control
Farmer empowerment
Various
Agrifi (Result 2 and 3)
Agrifi (Result 1 and 4)
SSC program
Livelihoods and Equality
Advancement in Agriculture
Programme (LEAP)
Green Innovation
Case OVC
Various
HortiImpact
Various
FDOV project
Mau Conservation Project
NARIG Project (World Bank)
KCSAP (World Bank)
Inovation for resiliance

NGO LIST
Regions of operation
Meru
Kenya (and other countries)
Country wide
Northern Kenya
Western Kenya

Sector
Dairy
Renewable energy with dairy component
various
Livestok (beef, sheep, goats)
Dairy and Crops

Meru
Meru
Western Kenya
13 Counties-Meru is one
Country wide
Nyandarua
Country wide

Dairy
Dairy
Dairy goats, Fish
Horticulture and Dairy
All (support to SMEs)
Dairy
SMEs inclucing dairy

Western Kenya
Meru, Kirinyaga, Tharaka Nithi
Northern Kenya
Various
Countrywide
Meru, Embu
Mau Forest/Nakuru and Kericho
24 Counties
21 Counties
Kenya (and other countries)

Dairy and Sweet potatoes
Dairy, Poultry,
Camel milk
Horticulture
Coffee, tea, nuts
Dairy, coffee, horti
Dairy
Various (County Specific)
Various (County Specific)
Various (County Specific)
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Appendix 3. Year planning

Figure 10 G.A.D. actions
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Figure 11 Timeline Meru location
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Figure 12 Timeline Limuru location
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Figure 13 Timeline location X
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Figure 14 Timeline location Tanzania
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Figure 15 G.A.D. licensed farms actions
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Figure 16 G.A.D. licensed trainers
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Figure 17 G.A.D. licensed modules
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Figure 18 G.A.D. level 1 program
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